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the more- hopeful class, and in other cities of the province an
inebriate department in the existing general hospitals.

(c) The inspector should also arrange, in connexion with
each institution where inebriates are received and treated, an
organization or agency for the adoption of the probation
system, and giving a helping hand to the patients subse
quent to treatment for inebriety.

(d) The inspector should provide for a rational course of
medical treatment for inebriates, in accordance with the
tenets of legitimate medicine only, to the exclusion of the
use of any proprietary remedy.
At a recent meeting of the Committee,who have the matter

in hand, application for assistance was made to the City of
Toronto for aid, and a grant of i5o dols. was made.

TRAluMATIc HYSTERIA.
A most interesting case has Just been concluded in the

Hlgh Court of Justice, before Judge Chute, at the Spring
Assizes-namely, Lewis v. Toronto Street Railway. The
plaintiff, who was a healthy 3 oung negro girl, aged 23, had
attained some success as an artist, and is well educated, sued
for 25,000 dols. damages for injuries received while travelling
as a passenger on the railway worked by the defendants.
The accident happened on June 5th, 1904. Miss Lewis was

in an open electric car, about the fourth seat from the front;
the car was at the time- travelling ata fair rate of speed when a
phenomenon occurred described as an explosion, accompanied
by flames and sparks, which arose about her and flew up
into her face. Overcome either by fright or shock, she fell
or jumped off the car, and was picked up shortly after by a
policeman, to whom she was able to speak intelligibly. After
being t&ken home she became unconscious, and remained in
that condition for four or five days, when she recoverei
consciousness, but was found to be paralysed, suffering
very severe pain in the leid and back, with marked photo-
phobia, the eyelids being kept tightly closed. The left side
was anaesthetic and completely paralysed, the right partly
so. Her mother who attended her stated that her hair and
lips were burned and that she was bruised severely on the left
side, but there was no evidence to support this statement.
She remained in this condition for ten months, the only
change of importance being a slight reduction in the amount
of the paralysis and some change in its exact location, and
the occurrence of at least two severe convulsive seizures within
two months of the accident.
Mr. 1. H. Cameron was appointed to examine the patient for

the court, and several medical experts were called, including
Drs. Myers, Powell, Cavan, Reeve, Wishart, and Cassidy, who
was the attending physician throughout the greater part of the
illness. There was practically no disagreement among the ex-
perts as to the nature of the trouble, which was diagnosed as
traumatic hysteria, though there was some difference as to the
probability of ultimate recovery, the probable time that would
still elapse before recovery, and the possibility of recurrence.
No evidence was adduced to prove the existence at any time of
any injury having an anatomical basis, but the court ad-
mitted the construction of the word " injury " to include not
only shock but fright. The experts for the defence when
pressed to set a time for probable recovery, claimed that it
should not exceed one year from the cessation of litigation, as
the authorities were agreed that the existence of legal pro-
ceedings had a tendency to prolong the condition.
The cauEe of the phenomenon was shown by electrical

experts to have been in all probability the formation of an
arc or circuit by the approach of a wire to the wheel caused
by the jolting of the car, and the argument of negligence was
based upon the condition of the apparatus that would allow
such an occurrence.
The judge called attention to the rule that damages were

not recoverable for merely mental injuries, but held that
there was no contributory negligence on the part of the
plaintiff, even if she had jumped off from fright. The -verdict
of the jury was for Io,coo dols.
The case is extremely interesting, as it is the first in which

the condition for which damages are claimed was admitted
to be a pure hysteria, and in which no physical injury was
proven as the exciting cause apart from fright and shock;
while from a medical point of view the history of the case
and its ultimate result will be of value as affording a test of
the probable duration of other similar cases.

ANAESTHESIA IN OPERATIONS ABOUT THE MOUTH.
At a recent meeting of the Toronto Clinical Society, Dr.

Johnston, Anaesthetist to the Toronto General Hospital,
reported three cases of operation about the mouth, either

excision of the tongue, mandible, or both, in which general
anaesthcsia had been produced by chloroform or chloroform
and ether administered by tubes passed through the nose, in
a manner the details of which he had devised. The fauces as
far back as the posterior pillar and the posterior part of the
mouth were tightly packed with gauze, beginning by passing
a loop of bandage back in the centre against which the gauze
rested, then packing the sides tightly, and building up in the
centre. The tubes used were the ordinary rectal tubes, with
an opening in the side but not in the end, about 20 in. in
length and of a diameter suited to the case; these were
lubricated with Ivaseline, then passed into the nares, anaesthe-
sia having been established by the ordinary method; by
closing the end of each in turn their patency was demon-
strated; if either was found to be occluded it was withdrawn
and freed from mucus, or turned so that the opening which
might have been resting on the packing was left free. They
were then passed into a gauze-covered sphere on which the
anaesthetic was dropped; the length of the tubes permitted
the administration at a convenient distance from the field of
operation. It either of the tabes became occluded during
the operation it was withdrawn and cleared, the other being
used in the meantime.
In the cases in which this method was used no difficulty

was experienced from vomiting, though this would have to be
contended with in some, and the surgeons expressed them-
selves as being gratified with the method, owing to the free-
dom it afforded from interference and the lessened danger
from swallowing or inspiring the blood.

CONTRACT MEDICAL PRACTICE.
NOTICE AS TO DISTRICTS IN WHICH DISPUTES EXIST.

A notice as to places in which disputes exist between members
of the nedical profession and variou8 organizatiows for providing
oontract practice will be found among the advertisements, and
medical men who may be thinking of a"plying for appointments
in connexion with clubs or other forms of contract practice are
requested to refer to the advirti8ement on page 86.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
PARIS.

Unveiling of the Monument to Professor Tarnier.-Compulsory
&ate Aid to the Aged and Incurable Poor.

THE monument which has been erected to the memory of
Professor Tarnier was unveiled on June ist and handed over
to the City of Paris by Professor Brouardel in the name of
the Committee. The monument-which is a high relief by
the well-known sculptor, Denys-Pusch-represents Tarnier,
in the blouse and apron he wore in hospital, standing
at the bedside of a mother who holds tier infant in
her arms, whilat at the head of the bed is indicated
an incubator. An elegant portico by the architect Scellier,
of (iison, serves as a frame to the marble, and :this
decorates the rounded end of the Clinique Tarnier,
which faces the Boulevard Montparnasse at the junction
of the Rue d'Asas and the Avenue de l'Obaervatoire. Above
the sculpture are the words, "Tarnier, 1828-1897," while
below is the inscription, " To the Master, who devoted his
life to the mothers and infants: his colleagues, his pupils,
his friends, his admirers." Among those present were M.
Bienvenu-Martin, the Minister of Public Instruction *M. Liard,
M. Mesureur, Professors Boudin and Pinard, Cornil, Fournier,
Joffroy, Begond, Pozzi, many pbysicians, surgeons, and
accoucheurs to the hospitals, in particular the pupils of
Tarnier, Maygrier, Bar, Bounaire, Charpentier de Ribes,
Demelin. Many speeches were made. Professor Brouardel,
who spoke first, summarized the work of Tarnier, referring
especially to that in connexion with the prophylaxis of puer-
peral fever. Tarnier, in his thesis for the M.D. degree. in
1857, concluded that it was an epidemic and contagious
disease, contrary to the doctrine prevailing in the faculty and
abroad. Fifteen years later, Tarnier, as head of the
Maternity, had a pavilion built in which each patient was
rigorouEly isolated from her neighbours. The success which
followed this test provedthathis theorywas correct. Prolessor
Boudin spoke in the name of the Acad6mie de M6decine,
before which body Tarnier's papers were always read,
and where his thesis gave rise to so much discussion.
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In I862 he described a new method of bringing on
premature confinement; in 1877 he communicated his
researches on the forceps; in 1883 he presented the
basiotribe; and in I885, after having used the incubator for
several years, he showed what care should be given to infants
before term. His fame was such that in i886 the University
of Edinburgh bestowed on him, amid a scene of the greatest
enthusiasm, the honorary degree of doctor-an honour which
he shared with Pasteur and Charcot. He was one of the first,
after the discoveries of Piisteur and the work of Lister, to in-
troduce into France, following Lucas-Championniore, anti-
septics into maternities; he was the first to use corrosive
sublimate, which, as a simple, cheap, and easily-manipulated
antiseptic, had never been displaced. Among the other
speakers were Professor Pinard, M. Autran, in the name of
the Mulnicipal Council; M. Mesureur, in the name of the
Assistance Publique; and M. Bienvenu-Martin, who, in the
name of the Government of the Republic, rendered the
homage of the nation to the man who added a pure ray to the
glory of the 'University, and whose services placed him in
the front rank of the benefactors of humanity.
The Senate has recently passed the first fourteen Articles of

a new law to givecompulsory State aid to the aged, infirm and
the ineurable who are without resources. A long discussion
took'place over the firstArticle of the proposed law, which was
eventually carried by 270 votes to 1, thanks to the energetic
speech^of M. Millies-Lacroix, Senator of the Landes, who ex-
pressed the opinion of the majority in affirming that the law
in question, being a social obligation, the State should bear
the greater part of the expense entailed. The following is the
text of Article I:
Every Frenchman without resources, incapable by his work to meet

the necities. of existenoe, and, either aged 70 years, or afflicted
with any infirmity or any disease recognized as incurable, shall receive
the help instituted by the present law.
The' remaWng-Articles which were passed deal with the
conditios,o 'organization and the admissions to State help.

VIENNA.
The Cure of Creti-&m.m-A'&State Institute for the Manufacture
of fierum.-A New Pharmacological Institute.-Hfealth
Statistics.

LAST year Professor Wagner, the Director of the Clinic for
Mental Diseases in Vienna, read-a paper on the treatment of
cretins, and lately the first report of the experiments con-
ducted on the lines laid down. b!V him has been published. The
main features of cretinism are the anomalous functions of the
thyroid gland, which result in inhibition. of the growth and
calaifleation of the long btnes and in hypertrophy of, -the sub-
cutaneous connective tissue combined with deficient develop-
ment of thee mental faculties. Professor Wagner has treated
82 cretins with' tablets of extract of thyroid of sheep and
other domestic animals. Within three months a marked
growth of the bones was noted. The children, who formed
the majority of the patients, became active, the nose assumed
more -normal proportions on account of the growth of the upper
jaw; andwhereas formerly they were hardly able to speak, they
improved in this respect so much so, that they could be sent
to sehoolh The hearing also improved considerably, and
after treatment for periods varying from ten months to a year
ands fialf,;th* cretins were practically cured. It isessential
to begin thie treatment, as early as possible, and to continue
it for- a long time-for years, if 'possible-so as, to ensure
complete cure. The report emphasizes the necessity of great
care in dosage. Not more than one tablet (equal to 8 gr.) of
thbe.extract should be taken daily., The Goyernment has
decided' to have all idiots and 'cretins in the* Alps sub-
jected to the treatment. Experiments on a large scale will
also be made on the treatment of: gottre with and without
exophthalmos. The expense will be defrayed by Government.
The sanitary authorities have decided to establish a State

institute for the manufacture of therapeutic serums which
can be guaranteed to be innocuous. There is already in
Vienna a State institute for the supply of pure cows' lymph,
from. which; all' the vaccine required is obtained. Now it is
proposed to enlarge the house so as to meet all demands for
supplies of diphtheria, hydrophobia, typhoid fever, and anti-
streptoCoccus serum. The coat is estimated at £io,ooo, and
it is considered probable that the funds will be furnished by
Govern-ment.'
A' new pharmacological institute has lately bEen opened,

the director of which is Professor Mayer. It contains a large

theatre and lecture-hall, three laboratories, several working
rooms for the students, a library, and magnificent micro-
scopical, chemical, and experimental installations; a new
feature is an arrangement for studying the effects of different
drugs under different coloured light. There are now two
institutions for materia medica in Vienna, but they are con-
ducted on different lines, one being intended chiefly for the
study of the action of- the drugs, whilst the other affbrds
opportunities of studying the anatomical and biological con-
ditions of medicinal plants.
The last report of the medical officer of health dealing with

the entire area of Vienna shows a mortality of 21 per I,oco
inhabitants, an increase of fully x per i,ooo as compared with
last month. Of these 765 deaths, I54 were dute to phthisis,
52 to neoplasm, I each to croup and diphtheria, 6 to scarlatina,
and 3 to typhus. For six weeks there has been no case of
cholera, enteric fever, or small-pox. Cerebro-spinal nienin-
gitis has so far been kept away; only two sporadic cases have
been admitted to the hospital. But measles has .teadily
increased, and shows a mortality of 5 per cent., whilat 79
fresh cases were notified within the space of one di. The
disease was confined to a certain district, where filthy housing
and bad alimentary conditions paved its way amongst-the
children of weakly parents.

LIVERPOOL.
Extension of the Medical Institution.-Resignation of Dr. Ber'-
nard.-Appointments at the Royal Infirmary.-Laneasekire and
Cheshire Branch Meeting.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Liverpool Medical Institution took
place on June 8th to consider the amended recommendations
of the Council for the enlargement and improvement of the
Institution buildinge. The renewal of the lease from the
Corporation at a nominal fine has rendered imperative a con-
siderable expenditure to put the fabric into thorough repair
to satisfy the city authorities, and it is considered 'that the
time is opportune for carrying out certain: alterations and
extensions which will add to the -usefulness of the Institutifn
and promote the comfort of the members. The increaoe of
space will be chiefly provided by absQrbing. the resident
librarian's house, whch adjoins the Institution. The'-altera-
tions include the enlargement of the council room, which
will be nearly double its present size, and will be, a

particularly fine apartment, and the provision of rooms
or recesses in connexion with the library, where-¢ mem!-
bers can read and write without being. disturbbd by
others. passi)ng in and out of the building. This is a want
which has been long felt, and the provision which is about to
be made will greatly increase the value to the members of the
important collection of, standard works which has been, grow-
ing for several years. There will also be increased space,for
storing books, a pathological room, patients' waiting rooms, a
room which can be darkened for ophthalmoscopic work, and
additional space for receptions and clinical evenings. The
builder's estimate for the work, which includes practically a
new roof, is a little under £2,ooo, and another ,.i,ooo will pro-
bably be required for furnishing and incidental expenses. A
residence for the Librarian will also have to be provided. The
bulk of the sum is to be raised by subscription, and 'nearly
6i,ooo was promised before the meeting took place.
Much regret is felt by all who are associated with- the Royal

Infirmary at the pending resignation of Dr. Armand Bernard,
surgeon to the Lock Hospital, who had almost completed his
term of. office as defined by the laws of the institution. Dr.
Bernard has for some years been the senior member of the staff
of the infirmary, and his opinion has carried great weight
with the committee of the Institution. His teaching has
been greatly appreciated by the situdents of the infirmary, and
it is hoped that it may be possible for him to continiue his
demonstrations, the only systematic teaching in his special
subject which has hitherto existed in Liverpool.
A special meeting of the trustees of 'the Royal Infirmary

was held recently, and a law was passed constituting a new
office in the Institution-that of assistant gynaecological
surgeon. Dr. C. Thurstan Holland has lately been. appointed
medical officer in charge of the electrical department..
The annual meeting of the Lancashire and Cheshire Branch,

which takes place this year in Liverpool, will be held in the
fine block of buildings which has recently been added to the
medical side of the university. The meeting is certain to be
one of the largest that has been held for some y4ars.. A
special feature will be the exhibition of subjects of patho-
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logical interest by the School of Tropical Medicine, including
a colony of ticks infected with the spirillum of relapsing
fever.

MANCHESTER.
The Psychology qf the Dog Mini.-The Domestic Economy
Association.-Progress ofNew Infrmary. Death ofa Foremost
Vegetarian.- Whitsunside Vacation.

THE Professor of Philosophy in the University- gave to an
audience of teachers the results of his study of the dog mix-d.
The tale of the dog's merits and demerits-it was an Irish
terrier-his likes and dislikes, and the reason " why " of each
were unfolded. How much does a dog reason.? was the ques-
tion all the experiments tended to answer. From observing
his dog, Profe3sor Alexander has arrived at a rather modest
estimate of a dog's mental power. He said his dog had learned
"how things go, but not 'the go' of them," or, in other
words, his actions were intelligent, but not rational. He
knew mechanically what effects followed from what causes,
but not why they followed. Similarly, his virtues were not
moral, they were merely habits; he did not know the reason
forprohibitions-his sense of guilt was only the presentiment
of a whinping.
The " Northern Union of Domestic Economy Associations"

held its first general meeting in Manchester on the 27th ult.
The president-a lady-bewailed the fact that in this country
there existed a generation -of women who knew nothing, or
but little, of housekeeping, and who had no idea of economy
of management. Formerly it was the custom for mothers to
teach their daughters-the elements of housekeeping at home,
but latterly-,many girls got but little home training, and none
at school, in the domestic arts, and on leaving school they
went at once to work, with the result -that they in their turn
were not competent to train their children aright in these
matters. A, lady doctor, Dr. Merry Smith, discussed the
question of "Cookery in Relation to Health." It has been
said that one of the most striking things among the poor is the
absence of meals. This want of regular meals, she said, im-
plies that cooking is practically unknown in the house. Food is
taken irregularly, in snatches, and consists largely of com-
paratively costly articles of diet, hastily cooked and eaten.
Its nutritive value is small, and there is no regular stoking of
the human engine to prepare it for its difficult work. British
women have not been taught the value of the cheaper articles
of diet, and the most striking thing in school education is the
absence of systematic teaching of idomestic science. If a
higher knowledge of practical cookery were possessed by the
women of Britain doctors would lose many of their best-paying
patients, infantile mortality would decrease, much drunken-
ness wouldi be avoided, and life for many would be more
endurable and joyous.
The fine weather of May greatly favoured thb- process of ex-

cavating the foundations of the New Infirmary, which are
already well advanced. The first brick was laid a fortnight
ago. Four years was the original estimate for completing the
building, but hopeful souls prophesy that three years and a-
half will see it completed.
Manchester is a great centre of the cult of vegetarianism.

By the death of the Rev. James Clarke, who was for nearly fifty
years minister of the Bible Christian Church of Salford,
Vegetarianismhas lost oneof its foremost representatives. The
members of this Church are pledged to abstain absolutely from
fish, flesh, and fowl as foods. One of the deacons of this
Church founded the Vegetarian Society in i847. The "Vege-
tarian Church," as it is called, is unique in Europe, and was
founded about a century ago by the Rev. John Cowherd, who
was a convinced vegetarian on biblical and moral grounds.
At the medical school all lectures cease during Whitweek,

but the laboratories and dissecting rooms are open. A con-
siderable number of medical students who are members of
Volunteer corps go into campduring Whitweek. For this and
other reasons, notably because Whitweek is an almost
universal holiday in Lancashire, the custom of an academic
vaeation in Whitweek has taken root. To compensate for the
shortening of the session, the courses begin at a corres-
ponding earlier period in April.

SOUTH WALES.
Technical Education in South Wales.- Small-pox at Coardf.-

Underfed School Children.-Caerleon District Council.-HMerthyr,
Council and the Housing Problem.-Measles at Rhymnney.-
Welsh National Library and Museum.-Typhoid Fever at

Bridgend.-Glamorgan Water Supply.
TE1E committee recently appointed by the joint conference of
the various County Councils on mining education has adopted
the provisional arrangements made by Principal Griffiths for
the summer school of mining, which will be held for three
weeks from Auguast 21st next, in the University College,
Cardiff. Mr. J. Austin Jenkins, Registrar of -the University
College, Cardiff, is the Secretary.
A case of small-pox has occurred at Talygarn Street, Cardiff,

the patient being the occupier of the house at which a cage
occurred on May 24th. The patient was removed to the small-
pox hospital.
A deputation attended the meeting of the Cardiff guar-

dians, held on June 7th, for the purpose of discussipg the
question of providing meals for unfed and underfed children
attending the elementary schools. An -outline was givenof
the work that had already been done in this directfoxiby a
committee representative of public bodies in t4e6 town. 'Tiae
committee had been at work for some siix months,aEndhad.
obtained information from theschools with the assistance of
the National Union of Teachers. They found that there were&
I,ooo children in Cardiff who were unfed or underfed. The,

committee had decided to establish four centres-at* Salt-
mead, Docks, Moorland, and Cathays-with an organizing
secretary for each district and voluntary workers. Provision
would be made for the giving of free meals through -tickets,
served by responsible persons after investigation, and also for
cheap meals at a penny or halfpenny per head., The guardians
might co-operate in the direction of recovering money-from
parentswho could but would not pay. The committ9e also
hoped that the recent order of the Local Government Board
would be interpreted liberally. In the order the Local
Government Board asked the guardians to avoid the dis-
franchisement of the parents. The Chairman, in reply, said
that the parents would be disfranchised if their children were
relieved unless relief was given byway of a loan, which wOuld
have to be paid before the next Revision Court. A member
of the deputation said that in that case a stigmawquld be
cast upon the movement by the co-operation of the guatdians.
The Chairman said that the guardians felt personally that
the committee had started a very good work, and they were
deeply -in sympathy-with it; but, as a Board, they cduld nbt
assist except by using these centres and issuing tilkets to
those who were necessitous. However; the statements *Ade
by the deputation would be carefully and-sympathetically
considered by the guardians.
At the meeting of the Caerleon District Council, held on

June 7th, a letter was tead from alfirin, inquiring whether the
Council would object to its erecting cheap dwelling houses of
corrugated iron in Caerleon, the houses to have interiors.
lined with asbestos. The Council took no notjce of the letter.
A letter was also read from the clerk of the Monmouthshire-
County Council embodying the opinion of the Home Secretury
on the gipsy question. He declined the application ntade toe
him to approye by-laws dealing with gipsies, as, in his.
opinion, the complaints had reference to acts punishable by
local authorities. The proposed" by-laws prohibiting, the'
occupation of land would only result in moving the gipsies
and transferring the trouble from one localit to another.
The opinion .of the Home Secretary is that gipsies are here,
and cannot by degrees be exterminated by local or general
legislation, though they are insanitary, pay no rates, and are
a general nuisance.
At -a meeting of the Public Works and General Purposes

Committee of the Merthyr Urban District Council, held on
June' 7th, a resolution paseed by the Dowlais District 'of
Miners was read condemning the action of the Commfttee
in favouring and granting permission to erect corrugated
iron dwellings in the district, and urging the Council to
proceed at once with the scheme for providing 200 additional
workmen's dwellings. wIt as pointed out that. in regard to
corrugated iron-houses, the, Committee had done-nothiig
more than to ask the'firm who hadr approached' the 3ouncil
on the tubject'- to 'send in- plans of any buildings 'tbey pro-
posed to put up.'Owing to an epidemic -of measles at Rhymey 'it was

BEQuESTS TO MEDICAL CUARITIES.-By the wtil of the late
Mr. William Hunton Fisher, of Harrogate, which has now
been proved, the Harrogate Hospital receives 6i,ooo, and the
Gotta;ge Hospite in the same town, and the Yorkshire Home
for (3hronie and Incurable Diseases-each of them half that
sum.
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decided to clcse the upper infants (Council) schools for three
weeks.
The decision of the Committee appointed by the Privy

Council to decide the location of the Welsh National Library
and Museum was issued on June gth. The Committee has
selected CArdiff as the site for the National Museum and has
allocated to Aberystwith the National Library., Cardiffapplied
for both institutions and its public subscription list has
reached approximately ,40 o0o. Much disappointment is
felt in Cardiff and the locality at the decision of the Com-
mittee that the Nationial Library should be at Aberystwith,
and the Mayor of Cardiff has expressed himself very strongly
in the matter. Aberystwith is said to be satisfied. whilst at
Carnarvon a movement is being inaugurated to induce the
Welsh members to raise the question in the House of Coim-
mons on the ground that the Commissioners did not hear
evidence before deciding. The C)nservatives are quite as
stranuous as the Liberals in this contention.
At a meeting of the Sanitary Committc of the Glamorgan

County Council held at Cardiff on June 5th, Dr. W. Williams,
County Medical Officer, said that typhoid fever occurred
annually at Bridgend, and had been traced to the water
supply. Some years ago experts advised that the water
should be filtered. A filtering bed was built on the Ogmore
Downs, but it was not until now that they were ready to filter
the water. The waterworks belonged to a private company.
On June gth a Subcommittee of the Sanitary Committee of

the Glamorgan County Council considered the report of Dr.
Williams, County Medical Officer, on the water supplies of
the county. The report, which iR a most exhaustive one, was
prepared about two years ago. The Chairman said that Dr.
Williams had prepared a most excellent report on a very
important question. It is pdinted out that the gathering
areas situated over the coal measures cannot be regarded as
safe ones, and several authorities and a water company during
recent years have secured and are making use of gathering
areas situated to the north of the coal measures-namely,
Cardiff. Merthyr Tydfll, Aberdare, and the Rhymney, and
Aber Valleys Ga3 and Water Company. There are several
localities-important ones-that are at present in need of
water, representing a total population of over 300OcO. In
many of these places all the available sources are made use
of. The time has therefore arrived when a supply of water for
some of these districts must be obtained from north of the
coal measures. That a report on the legal aspect of the whole
question would be of great value, and that It is desirable to
discuss the question of the expediency of the formation of a
National Water Board. Alderman Lewis proposed and Dr.
T. H. Morris seconded:
That an effort should be made to hold a conference with the district

councils on the matter.
The motion was carried unanimously.

CORRESPONDENCE,
THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF CHRONIC

CONSTIPATION.
SIR,-Mr. R. W. Murray will be intereAted to learn that the

plan proposed by him in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of
June ioth, p. 1299, had been carried out by me three months
before, and that it has proved as successful as he himself
could wish.

Ellen B., aged 75, in the West London Hospital, had always been
constipated, going frequently more than a week, and once three weeks
and three days, without a motion. When her bowels were moved the
hard seybala naturally caused much pain, and she was subject to attacks
of long-continued vomiting and giddines3, as well as to headaches.
After a long trial of medical measures, my colleague, Dr. Seymour
Taylor, transferred her to me for surgical treatment.

Operationt.-The whole colon was examined carefally through a median
abdominal Incision. It appeared normal, except that the transverse
colon hung low, nearly down to the pubes. The sigmold, the caecum,
and the appendix were easily brougLht out and inspected. There were
no adhesions, and not a trace of past inflammalory trouble. The caecum
was large. A second incision was made rather external to MacBurney's
point, and the appendix pulled through it and fixed with a sutura or
two. Although the pattent was fat, with a thick abdominal wall, as the
appendix was long most of it now lay outside the skin. Care was taken
to pull the base of the appendix right home to the parletal peritoneum.

After-course.-Little or no pain or inconvenience was felt. After four
days the projecting appendix was cut off, and its meso-appendix liga-
tured. The latter was also stitched temporarily to a piece of drainage-
tnbe as a precaution against accidental displacement inwards of the
appendix stump. No anae3thetic and no pain. The bowels have now

been moved regularly and easilg every day, as a sequence of the injec-
tion through the appendix of s oz. of " while mixture " in I pint of
warm water. I think, with brisk exerelse, the hot water alone might
suffice. But when in hospital it was tried once and did not act. Or
more warm water might be tried. The girl is quite freed from her old
pains and distresses.
The appearance of the appendicostomy is that of a minute

dry pimple at the bottom of a very. slight depression. It is
not nearly so noticeable as the umbilicus, and It never leaks.
To inject the water through, a rubber catheter-about No. iO-
is passed now by the patient. It causes no pain. No reason
has yet appeared why the present condition should not be
left for a lifetime.. In fact, it is in her old age that she
would probably flnd her appendicostomy of special value, in
particular if Protessor Metchnikbff's views are right.
Although I was myself the first person to suggest ileo-

sigmoidostomy as a treatment for intractable chronic con-
stipation,' I believe now that there is too much to be said
against that operation for the purpose in question, and that
Mr. Murray id quite right in suggesting appendicostomy.
The question is not now of the general uees of appendicos-

tomy, or I could point out other unpublished inctications.
On April 4th last, after reducing by laparotomy an intussus-
ception of the ileo-caecal variety, I finished by performing
an appendicostomy for two reasons: (i) to prevent recurrence
of the intussusception; (2) to have a handy means of putting
flaids into the intestine, either as food or as a soothing
internal fomentation. It proved very useful for both purposes.
After a fortnight I removed this appendix, but anchored its
bake to the abdominal wall by means of the two sutures, which
closed the very small wound.
Appendicostomy was, I believe, first performed by Weir of

New York in cases of chronic colitis, but it had been suggested
by me some years before at the Medical Society of London
(see the JOURNAL for November 17th, 1894, P. 1112). I
then recommended it as a substitute for caecal colotomy in
the treatment of intestinal obstruction, due to cancer
of the colon above the sigmoid flexure-as a spout by
which to jet the faeces out rather than as a pipe
to pass fluids in. Appendicoatomy, when the appendix
was found well developed, would have over caecal colotomy
for this purpose the adv&ntages of quickness and simplicity
of technique and of permitting the prevention of those dis-
tressing excoriations which are the bane of all caecal coloto-
mies and are due to the inability of either truss or pad to
control a caecal colotomy with its flow of fluid faeces. The
reason I never performed appendicostomy in this class of
cases iR that in all those which came under me the removal of
either a tumour or an ulcer formed part of the programme,
the dieease sometimes involving the appendix itself.-I am,
etc.,
London, W., June I2th. C. B. KEETLEY.

1 Lancet, December 26th, 1903, p. I833.

EXERCISE AND OPEN-AIR TRE AkTMENT OF PHTHISIS.
SIR,-1n the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL Of May 20th, p. IO90,

Dr. Thorowgood calls attention to the dangers of exercise in
consumption. Dr. Hughea also opened a discussion at
B irrow-in-Furness before the North Lancashire and South
Westmorland Branch, and laid great stress on the importance
of rest. After fresh air, rest was the most important point.
Dr. Hughes showed that the heart in phthisis was not small,
and that this fallacious statement had much to answer for.
with the theory of exercise to remedy it.

[ wish strongly to endorse the statements made by Dr.
Hoghes and Dr. Thorowgood. Dilatation of the heart is by
no means uncommon in phthisis, and on this account alone
e-xercise should be carefully regulated. Many cases of
recovery are really cases of encapsuling the trouble, and an
injudicious exercise has opened up the trouble from re-
infection.
Comparing phthisis to a tuberculous knee-joint, who

amongst us would advise our patient a vigorous use of the
joint, however complete the cure? If the lungs were given
more rest, with as much fresh air as possible, cases would,
I believe, improve more rapidly. / Following the parallel of
the knee-joint, it is like treating it without splints. Our
efforts should be directed more to splinting the lungs as it
were, and this can be done by limiting the exercise; in other
words, resting both the number of respirations and the
amount of work of the alveolar epithelium.
An increased tidal air is not the important factor in arrest-

ing the disease, but rather the increased resistance offered by
the, tissues. This resistance is enhanced by 2ivin2 the pDarts


